
STUDENT BENCH WITH APRON

SKU: 1916

Durston's Student Bench is the latest in our
comprehensive line-up of professional working
benches, taking a matter of minutes to
assemble. The beautifully finished hardwood
surface means the bench is really sturdy, with a
thick 25-millimetre working surface and a
retaining surround which stops anything from
slipping off.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Durston's Student Bench is the latest in our comprehensive line-up of professional working benches, taking a
matter of minutes to assemble. The beautifully finished hardwood surface means the bench is really sturdy,
with a thick 25-millimetre working surface and a retaining surround which stops anything from slipping off. A
hardwood bench peg, adjustable armrests and mandrel holes are all included so that you can get straight down
to business, while Durston's acclaimed attention to detail includes an attachable tool holder to the side, keeping
everything you need within easy reach. Finally, a leatherette apron will catch everything from tools to loose
filings, keeping your working environment clean and uncluttered. Rest assured, the workbench comes with
multi-transit packaging, guaranteeing safe and damage-free delivery to your door. The Student Bench is part of
Durston's award-winning range of products, available since 1961.

Durston Benches Quality

Durston Tools Benches are unrivalled on quality and design and are known worldwide for being the
best on the market. Our benches are designed and built to last a lifetime with responsibly sourced
materials and are made by highly skilled craftsmen.



Be aware of cheaper alternatives and copies available online that are made with unreliably sourced
materials and a lower standard of finish. Buy Once. Buy a Durston.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 32 kg

Dimensions 104 × 69 × 20 cm

Carton Dimensions (MM) 1030 x 690 x 190

Product Weight (kg) 24.00

Product Length (mm) 930

Product Height (mm) 950

Product Depth (mm) 590

Length including toolholder
(mm)

1030

Height to worksurface (mm) 915

Front, top cut out depth (mm) 130


